Retractable Cord Reel, RTB Series
Model #: RTBB3LB-1GB520-J12F

ATTRIBUTES:
- Cord Length: 25'
- Gauge: 12 AWG
- Conductor: 3
- Max Amps: 20 Amp
- Standard: NEMA 2
- Cord Type: SJOW-Black
- Volts: 125 VAC
- Feeder End: 5-20P
- Payout End: Blk O/B 20A GFCI/Blank

FEATURES:
- NEMA 2 rated for indoor environments
- All steel construction, including mounting base
- 12 position adjustable guide arm
- Adjustable ratchet can be engaged (positive lock) or disengaged (constant tension) as needed
- Adjustable ball stop included
- 6’ Feeder Cord included
- Black powder-coat finish
- Made in USA